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ARBITRATION COURT OF PRIMORSKY REGION

690091, Vladivostok, st. Oktyabrskaya, 27

DEFINITION

Vladivostok

October 26, 2020

The Arbitration Court of the Primorsky Territory, composed of judge A.A. Khizhinsky, while 

keeping the minutes by the secretary of the court session A.S. Pavlutskaya,

considers in judicial meeting statement

the non-profit organization "Association of Alaska Pollock Catchers" on the cancellation of 

interim measures in the case of the claim of the person entrusted with the conduct of the case 

in the interests of a group of persons - the joint-stock company "Pacific Department of 

Commercial Exploration and Research Fleet" (TIN 2536053382, OGRN 1022501275653), 

persons who joined to the claim: JSC "Intraros", LLC "Vostokrybprom", LLC "Sovgavanryba", 

JSC "DMP-RM", LLC "RMD YuVA 1" against the non-profit organization "Association 

earners pollock " (INN 2536175101, OGRN

1062500014455)

to invalidate the decision of the general meeting,

third party: Limited Liability Company Russian Fishery Company,

with participation in the meeting:

Case No. А51-15412 / 2020

For limited access to the originals of judicial acts with electronic signatures of judges in case No. 

A51-15412 / 2020 on the information resource "Card file of arbitration cases" ( http://kad.arbitr.ru ) use the 

secret code:

The opportunity is available to users authorized through the public services portal 

(ESIA).

http://kad.arbitr.ru/
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from JSC TURNIF: A.V. Agarkov, power of attorney dated 20.10.2020, diploma of higher education 

ABC 0022647 dated 28.04.2000, passport, Kishchenkov A.V., power of attorney dated 01.01.2020, 

diploma of higher education ABC 0157630 dated 16.04. 1999, passport,

from Intraros JSC: Agarkov A.V., power of attorney dated 20.10.2020, diploma of higher education 

ABC 0022647 dated 28.04.2000, passport, Kishchenkov A.V., power of attorney dated 01.01.2020, 

diploma of higher education АСС 0157630 dated 04.16.1999, passport,

from JSC "DMP-RM": Agarkov A.V., power of attorney dated 20.10.2020, diploma of higher education 

ABC 0022647 dated 28.04.2000, passport, Kishchenkov A.V., power of attorney dated 01.01.2020, 

diploma of higher education ACC 0157630 dated 04.16.1999, passport,

from LLC Sovgavanryba: A.V. Agarkov, power of attorney dated 20.10.2020, diploma of higher 

education ABC 0022647 dated 28.04.2000, passport, Kishchenkov A.V., power of attorney 

dated 01.01.2020, diploma of higher education АСС 0157630 dated 04.16.1999, passport,

from LLC Vostokrybprom: Agarkov A.V., power of attorney dated 20.10.2020, diploma of higher 

education ABC 0022647 dated 28.04.2000, passport, Kishchenkov A.V., power of attorney dated 

01.01.2020, diploma of higher education АСС 0157630 dated 04.16.1999, passport,

from LLC RMD YuVA 1: Kishchenkov A.V., power of attorney dated 01.01.2020, diploma of higher 

education АСС 0157630 dated 04.16.1999, passport,

from the defendant: Kazakova N.V., power of attorney dated 01.10.2020, diploma of higher education RV No. 

554210 dated 13.06.1989, passport,

from a third party: Agarkov A.V., power of attorney dated 20.10.2020, diploma of higher education 

ABC 0022647 dated 28.04.2000, passport, Kishchenkov A.V., power of attorney dated 01.01.2020, 

diploma of higher education АСС 0157630 dated 16.04. 1999, passport,

installed:
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The joint-stock company "Pacific Directorate of Field Exploration and Research 

Fleet" in the interests of a group of persons filed a statement of claim against a non-profit 

organization in the arbitration court 

"Association earners pollock " about recognition

void the decision of the general meeting on exclusion from the membership.

The plaintiff filed a motion for interim measures. By the ruling of the court dated 

06.10.2020, the statement of the joint-stock company Tikhookeanskoe

control commercial intelligence and scientific

research fleet "on securing the claim was partially satisfied, the court adopted the following 

interim measures:

- to suspend the decision of the general meeting of the non-profit organization 

"Association of Pollock Catchers" (PSRN 1062500014455, address: 690990, PRIMORSKY 

KRAI, VLADIVOSTOK CITY, STREET SVETLANSKAYA, 51, A) dated 09/15/2020 in terms 

of exclusion from the membership of the non-profit organization "Association of Pollock 

Catchers "TURNIF JSC, 

JSC INTRAROS, Ltd "Vostokrybprom", Ltd

"Sovgavanryba", JSC "DMP-RM", LLC "RMD YuVA 1" before the entry into force of the 

decision of the arbitration court on the claim to invalidate the said decision;

- to prohibit the non-profit organization "Association of Alaska Pollock Catchers" 

(PSRN 1062500014455, address: 690990, PRIMORSKY KRAI, CITY VLADIVOSTOK, 

STREET SVETLANSKAYA, 51, A) from taking actions aimed at executing the decision of 

the general meeting of the non-profit organization Association of Pollock Catchers (OGRN

1062500014455, address: 690990, SEASIDE EDGE, CITY

VLADIVOSTOK, STREET SVETLANSKAYA, 51, A) dated 09/15/2020 in terms of exclusion 

from the membership of the non-profit organization "Association of Pollock Hunters" 

TURNIF JSC, INTRAROS JSC, LLC
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"Vostokrybprom", LLC "Sovgavanryba", JSC "DMP-RM", LLC "RMD YuVA 1", including: 

notify any third parties about the exclusion from the membership of JSC "TURNIF", JSC 

"INTRAROS", LLC "Vostokrybprom" , LLC "Sovgavanryba", JSC "DMP-RM", LLC "RMD 

YuVA 1"; make changes to the information on membership in the non-profit organization 

"Association of Pollock Catchers", communicated in any way; to restrict in any way the 

scope and (or) content of the rights of members of the non-profit organization "Association 

of Alaska Pollock Catchers", as well as the exercise of these rights, prior to the entry into 

force of the decision of the arbitration court on the claim to invalidate the said decision.

The non-profit organization "Association of Alaska Pollock Catchers" applied to the 

Arbitration Court of the Primorsky Territory with an application to cancel the interim measures 

established by the court ruling dated October 6, 2020, in terms of prohibiting the defendant 

from notifying any third parties about the exclusion from the membership of TURNIF JSC, 

INTRAROS ", LLC" Vostokrybprom ", LLC" Sovgavanryba ", JSC" DMP-RM ", LLC" RMD 

YuVA 1 ".

Chertkov A.G. appeared at the hearing, by powers of attorney from

20.10.2020, issued by the plaintiff, the parties to the claim, a third party.

The court finds out the fact of the presence of a legal education or an academic 

degree in a legal specialty from the person who appeared at the hearing.

Documents,

education or a scientific degree in a legal specialty, the person does not have the status of a 

lawyer.

confirming fact availability legal
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The court, guided by Article 63 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation, refuses admission 

to the court meeting Chertkov A.G., as representative plaintiff,

persons who joined the claim, a third party.

A.F. Ratashnyuk appeared at the hearing, by power of attorney from

06.10.2020, issued the president non-profit organization

Pollock Catchers Association.

The court finds out the fact of the presence of a legal education or an academic 

degree in a legal specialty, the status of a lawyer for a person who appears at the hearing.

Documents, confirming

the person has no education or a scientific degree in legal specialty.

The court, guided by Article 63 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation, refuses to admit 

A.F. Ratashnyuk to the hearing as a representative of the defendant.

The representative of the defendant gave oral explanations, supported the statement 

in full.

The representative of the plaintiff, who joined the claim of persons, a third party, submitted 

written explanations, which are included in the case materials, objects to the issue of satisfying the 

application.

Having considered the defendant's petition to cancel the security for the claim, the court 

does not find sufficient grounds to satisfy it on the basis of the following.

This dispute within the meaning of the provisions of Article 225.1 of the Arbitration Procedure 

Code of the Russian Federation (hereinafter referred to as the APC RF) is a corporate dispute. Features 

of consideration of this category of disputes are established by Chapter 28.1 of the APC RF.

Part 1 of Article 225.6 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation stipulates that interim 

measures in corporate disputes are taken by an arbitration court if there are grounds provided for in Article 90 of the 

Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation.

fact availability legal

consultantplus://offline/ref=BF3FAF5553557EE7FFEBDC4A16377D10C94F8CF83079F0680F12C24423E379AE2EA38D71D474V4I
consultantplus://offline/ref=7839DECCEAC5B6AB2EF07D191C779C7C7DAEC42DC651BE7FB7046E86FED75366299238EB8Bf0W8I
consultantplus://offline/ref=7839DECCEAC5B6AB2EF07D191C779C7C7DAEC42DC651BE7FB7046E86FED75366299238EB880E8DB5fBW5I
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The arbitral tribunals should take into account that interim measures are an 

expedited remedy, therefore, their application does not require the presentation of evidence 

to the extent necessary to substantiate the claims and objections of the party on the merits 

of the dispute.

In accordance with part 1 of Article 97 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation, 

securing a claim at the request of a person participating in the case may be canceled by the arbitration court 

considering the case.

The said legal norm does not contain specific circumstances, upon the occurrence of which 

interim measures can be canceled, however, by virtue of the provisions of Articles 90, 93 and 97 of 

the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation, the cancellation of an interim measure 

taken by the court is possible in cases where the circumstances that served as the basis for its 

adoption have disappeared, or new circumstances appeared, justifying the need to cancel the 

provision for the claim. This issue is resolved by the court in each specific case, taking into account 

the circumstances of the case.

The Plenum of the Supreme Arbitration Court of the Russian Federation in 

Resolution No. 55 of 12.10.2006 "On the Application of Interim Measures by Arbitration 

Courts" explained that in order to prevent significant damage to the applicant, interim 

measures can be aimed at preserving the existing state of relations (status quo) between 

the parties.

Taking into account the balanced assessment of the arguments of the persons participating in 

the case, the court refuses to cancel the interim measures or makes a ruling to cancel them.

In accordance with paragraph 9 of the said Resolution, when applying interim 

measures, the arbitration court proceeds from the fact that, in accordance with Part 2 of 

Article 90 of the APC RF, interim measures are allowed at any stage of the process in the 

presence of one of the

consultantplus://offline/ref=4D0C3440CC925CCD9B0FA727D878BD7867718329600E8F24FB44E4B1910555E236A301084E2F9E01K7i0F
consultantplus://offline/ref=4D0C3440CC925CCD9B0FA727D878BD7867718329600E8F24FB44E4B1910555E236A301084E2F9E0BK7iDF
consultantplus://offline/ref=4D0C3440CC925CCD9B0FA727D878BD7867718329600E8F24FB44E4B1910555E236A301084E2F9E0EK7iEF
consultantplus://offline/ref=4D0C3440CC925CCD9B0FA727D878BD7867718329600E8F24FB44E4B1910555E236A301084E2F9E01K7iFF
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the following grounds: 1. if the failure to take these measures may complicate or make 

impossible the execution of the judicial act, including if the execution of the judicial act is 

expected outside the Russian Federation; 2. in order to prevent causing significant damage 

to the applicant.

The list of cases in which interim measures can be canceled, including in part, is not 

provided for by procedural legislation.

From the analysis of the provisions of Articles 90, 91, 92, 96 of the APC RF it follows that the adoption 

arbitration by the court security measures intended

to guarantee the possibility of realizing the possibility of executing a judicial act. From the 

legal nature of interim measures, it follows that they are canceled in cases where the 

grounds that served as the reason for their adoption have disappeared or new 

circumstances have appeared justifying the need to cancel the interim measures.

At the same time, the interim measure declared for cancellation in terms of prohibiting 

the defendant from notifying any third parties about the exclusion from the membership of 

TURNIF JSC, INTRAROS JSC, Vostokrybprom LLC, Sovgavanryba LLC, DMP-RM JSC, LLC 

"RMD SEA 1", as a consequence of the contested decision, in its essence is aimed solely at 

prohibiting the provision of information in relation to the person who filed the claim and the 

persons who joined the claim.

Accordingly, the said interim measure does not in any way affect the usual activities 

of the defendant, his rights and obligations in the implementation of such activities, and is 

aimed solely at maintaining the existing state of relations (status quo) between the parties in 

conditions of preventing significant damage that would have been possible in the absence 

of such a prohibition.

consultantplus://offline/ref=BBB6B5C0327C648D4EE26A9E9B8284BFC07CC78F5F889CD4799C1BA4F39C86778A5688E420E709d5IBF
consultantplus://offline/ref=BBB6B5C0327C648D4EE26A9E9B8284BFC07CC78F5F889CD4799C1BA4F39C86778A5688E420E70Ed5IEF
consultantplus://offline/ref=BBB6B5C0327C648D4EE26A9E9B8284BFC07CC78F5F889CD4799C1BA4F39C86778A5688E420E70Fd5IEF
consultantplus://offline/ref=BBB6B5C0327C648D4EE26A9E9B8284BFC07CC78F5F889CD4799C1BA4F39C86778A5688E420E703d5IEF
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Thus, the measure taken is undoubtedly proportionate to the stated requirements, 

since it does not violate the balance of interests of the parties, does not impede the 

production activities of the defendant, and guarantees the preservation of the current state 

of the parties until the court decision enters into force.

In violation of Article 65 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation, the court was not 

presented with evidence that the circumstances that served as the basis for the adoption of security 

measures, or appeared new circumstances,

which made it necessary to cancel them.

Since at the time of consideration of the application for the cancellation of interim measures, the 

dispute was not resolved on the merits, based on the balance of interests 

parties, Considering the actual implementation goals

interim measures stipulated by the grounds provided for in Part 2 of Article 90 of the Arbitration Procedure 

Code of the Russian Federation and in order to preserve the existing position of the parties, the defendant's 

statement is not subject to satisfaction.

Guided by Articles 94, 97, 148, 159, 184, 185 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation, the 

arbitration court

about p e d e l and l:

Refuse the non-profit organization "Association of Alaska Pollock Catchers" in 

satisfying the application for the cancellation of the interim measures established by the 

court ruling dated 06.10.2020, in terms of the prohibition for the defendant to notify any third 

parties of the exclusion from the membership of TURNIF JSC, INTRAROS JSC, LLC 

Vostokrybprom, LLC Sovgavanryba, JSC DMP-RM, LLC RMDYuVA 1.

The ruling may be appealed within a month from the date of its adoption to the Fifth 

Arbitration Court of Appeal through the Arbitration Court of the Primorsky Territory.

Judge Khizhinsky A.A.
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The electronic signature is valid.

Electronic signature data: FGBU IAC Judicial Certification Center

department

Date 17.08.2020 2:11:46

To whom was Khizhinsky Alexey Alexandrovich issued


